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GE6075 Professional Ethics in Engineering 
UNIT I 

1. Describe the types, characteristic features, structure and function of types(Grassland, forest, aquatic, desert) of 
ecosystem 
2. Explain in-situ and ex-situ conservation of biodiversity and various threats to biodiversity 
3. Explain Nitrogen and oxygen cycle in detail 
4. Write briefly on (i) Ecological succession (ii) Energy flow through an ecosystem 

UNIT-II 
1. Explain in detail about the solid waste management. 
2. Explain with the flow diagram of waste water treatment. 
3. Explain the role of an individual in pollution prevention 
4. Explain the causes, effects and control measures of different types (air, water, noise, thermal) of pollution. 
5. Explain zeolite and demineralization process in detail. 

UNIT-III 
1. Explain benefits and drawbacks of construction of dams and effect of dams on tribal people. 
2. Enumerate the following A. Tidal power B. Geothermal energy C. Biomass energy D.Wind energy. E. Solar energy 
3. Discuss the impact of modern agriculture on the environment 
4. Explain the use and over exploitation of different types(Mineral, forest) of Resources? 
5. Explain timber extraction and mining in detail. 

UNIT-IV 
1. Explain the following briefly :(i)Rain Water Harvesting. (ii) Water shed management 
2. Write the 12 Principles of Green Chemistry and Explain the important features of NGO? 
3. Name the laws that have been framed for environmental protection. Mention the objective, features and 
drawbacks of each act. 
4. Explain various disaster management measures during Cyclone, floods, earthquake and landslides 

UNIT-V 
1. What is HIV? Explain the transmission of HIV and how can it be prevented. 
2. Explain the role of Information Technology on Environment protection and Human Health Protection 
3. Explain Value education and Human rights in detail 
4. Explain Women welfare and Child welfare programme in detail. 
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